11 Students’ Activities
### 11.1 STUDENTS’ SOCIETIES

The extra and co-curricular activities of students function under following societies:

i) Girls Society  
ii) Science Society  
iii) Pakistan Society  
iv) Debating Society  
v) Literary & Publication Society  
vi) Arts & Culture Society  
vii) Environmental Society

Each society is supervised by a teacher as adviser. In addition, University sports are managed through Manager Physical Education.

### 11.2 STUDENT CHAPTERS OF PROFESSIONAL BODIES

Student chapters of following Professional Bodies are also established which organise events throughout the year:

i) American Society of Heating Refrigeration and Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE)  
ii) American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME)  
iii) Society of Manufacturing Engineers (SME)  
iv) Society of Petroleum Engineers (SPE)  
v) Civil Engineering  
vi) Institute of Mechanical Engineers (IMechE)  
vii) NED Materials Society (NMS)  
viii) Metallurgical Engineering Society (MES)  
ix) Society for Chemical Engineering (SCHEME)  
x) Society of Polymer & Petrochemical Engineers (SPPE)